CASE STUDY:
High-Performance computing

Building One
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Largest WindowsBased HPC Clusters
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When the University of Nebraska at Omaha’s Holland
Computing Center teamed up with Dell to build a highperformance computing (HPC) cluster, the result was a
flexible dual-boot system of Dell™ PowerEdge™ servers
with dual-core AMD Opteron™ processors—and one of
the world’s largest and most powerful Microsoft®
Windows® OS–based clusters.
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SC1435 1U servers as the compute nodes,
with a PowerEdge 6950 server as the
master node (see Figures 1 and 2). The
cluster connects to two dedicated networks: a 10 Gigabit Ethernet management network that uses a Force10
TeraScale switching fabric, and a Ciscobased InfiniBand network to deliver high
bandwidth and low latency for server-toserver interconnects.
Each compute node was initially configured with dual-core AMD Opteron
2220 SE processors at 2.8 GHz, 8 GB of
RAM, and 80 GB of local storage. The
HCC selected these AMD Opteron processors because of the server motherboards’
plug compatibility with the new generation of quad-core AMD Opteron processors, which enables the HCC to upgrade

Figure 2. The HCC cluster is based on 1,150 Dell PowerEdge SC1435 server nodes and a PowerEdge 6950 master node
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Meeting diverse demands
The HCC debuted on the TOP500 list in
November 2007, placing within the top
50 of the world’s largest supercomputing-

APC in-line racks
holding cluster
of 1,151 Dell
PowerEdge servers

class systems at number 43. The configuration and testing processes have been
ongoing since the initial installation. One
of the most important discoveries related
to daily operations has been the demand
for Microsoft Windows applications;
because the HCC team’s experience had
been primarily with Linux-based clusters,
they had not anticipated the level of
demand for Windows applications that

Figure 1. The powerful dual-boot HCC cluster is housed in a 2,000-square-foot glass-walled enclosure
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Initially, the HCC had planned a zerotouch automated deployment of the
Windows Compute Cluster Server 2003
OS. However, the Remote Installation
Services (RIS) tool used by this OS did not
support zero-touch deployment on systems that had already been partitioned
using Linux. To work around this limita-
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and cost-effective components.”
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Figure 3. Panasas storage provides the HCC cluster with over 150 TB of space over Fibre Channel links
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